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A Question for You



Is it a Rich Task Yet?

What do I have to do to make it rich?

Inevitably—it’s about asking more, and 

thoughtful, questions.



Is it a Rich task yet?

• How big could the value at the new mark 

be?

• How little?



Is it a Rich task yet?

• What if the mark you inserted were at 8? 

• What’s the value at the mark already there?



Is it a Rich task yet?



Is it a Rich task yet?



Is it a Rich task yet?

• Could one number be a fraction and one a 

whole number?

• Could both be decimals? Irrationals?



My Premise

• It’s the questions you ask that make a 

task rich–not the task itself.

• I would agree, though, that some tasks 

have more potential to be rich.

• Often, they are open questions.



A Question for You
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A Question for You

• We saw shapes with 3 sides, 5 sides,           

8 sides.

• What other numbers of sides are possible?



The Nature of the book

• Fourth edition, including financial literacy

• Focuses on both open questions and 

parallel tasks for K-8, with over 300 

examples

• Discusses why these are great ways 

to differentiate instruction



The Nature of the book

• Each question is linked to a big idea.

• Each question is linked to typical state 

standards.



Examples of Big Ideas



Another Question for You



But Then What?

• Did anyone multiply two negatives?

• Did there have to be a negative?

• Could one number be “super negative”,

e.g., –100?



Example of a Parallel Task



Example of a Parallel Task



Most Important to Me…

• Is to realize that when you borrow a task, 

it’s just the beginning.

• It’s up to you to make it rich.

• Now let me turn it over to Roger.

• I’ll be back later with some thoughts 

about Roger’s and Patrick’s tasks.



Thoughts about Roger’s Task



Thoughts about Patrick’s Task


